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This morning we were up extra early because we had to take our Moho to        Bremen       ,
roughly 15 miles from Wakarusa, to have the paintwork started. The paint is being done at Pre
cision Painting
, RV paint specialists who do all of Travel Supreme’s paint along with many others as well as
custom work. We had to be in their yard for 7:00 AM but because it is a long weekend here, we
were promised we’d have our coach back to live in during the holiday.
    

  

  While Precision started prepping the coach, we headed north to Berrien Springs in       
Michigan        for a Family Motor Coach Association Rally. We learned of the rally earlier this
week from a fellow Travel Supreme owner who was attending the rally as a commercial
supplier. It was a change of pace and it gave us something different to do while we are
“homeless” during the day.
    

  

  Because we ate breakfast at 6:00 AM, by the time we arrived at Berrien Springs at 9:00, we
were hungry again so before we entered the rally we ate our second breakfast at a local café (it
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seems like all we do lately is eat!). The rally was interesting; there were plenty of vendors selling
things geared to the RVing lifestyle, many RV dealers with lots of coaches to look through and
some educational seminars well worth attending. The picture here is of one of the camping
areas for Moho’s and their owners attending the rally. Unlike the larger        Pomona        rally
we attended last spring, the camping facilities here were far superior!
    

  

  By 3:00, it was time to head back to        Bremen        to retrieve the Moho and drive it back to
Wakarusa for the weekend. Though we could have stayed in Precision’s yard with hook-ups,
Travel Supreme’s facility is more centrally located and offers easy access to the places we want
to be near. There may be other places that would be better to stay at for the Memorial Day long
weekend, but for us, this place is just fine and we can’t beat the price (free)!      
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